1.2.11 Academic Staff and Other Teaching Staff

Formerly Known As Policy Number:
1.2.K

In September 1975 an academic staff structure was established at Stanford consisting of the ranks of Senior Lecturer, Lecturer, Senior Research Associate and Research Associate. The establishment of this structure was the result of recommendations of the Senate of the Academic Council in response to the Report of the Committee on the Professoriate at Stanford. Members of the academic staff at Stanford University now is composed of the following three groups:

**Academic Staff (Teaching)**

Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Artist-in-Residence

**Academic Staff (Research)**

Clinical Life Science Research Associate
Senior Research Scientist-Clinical Science

Basic Life Science Research Associate
Senior Research Scientist- Basic Life

Physical Science Research Associate
Senior Research Scientist- Physical

Engineering Research Associate
Senior Research Engineer

Social Science Research Associate
Senior Research Scholar

Visiting Research Associate
Senior Visiting Research Associate

Research Associate/Clinician Educator
Senior Research Associate/Clinician Educator

**Academic Staff (Libraries)**

Assistant Librarian
Associate Librarian
Librarian